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ABSTRACT
There is hot wave in India to adopt digital transaction for all economic activities in India 97%
economic activity is in pure CASH The Government’s step to cancel 86% of high value notes in 500
& 1000 on November 8 2016 has disturbed the rural economy where the banks have rare presence.
Six lakh plus villages have yet to see the new notes. India witnessed in the last two months of 2016
rural economy in shambles.
shambles Government‘s
‘s intension to adopt digital was to withdraw high value notes
and adopt cashless work.
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INTRODUCTION
All economic activity all over the world was in the past barter
system to fulfill our basic needs in exchange of goods in kind.
Food grains exchanged for animals. In due course metals were
used to replace barter system and GOLD and SILVER were
used to enter in the economy. Subsequently the paper currency
took the lead and still it has a major role for all economic
activity. India
ia leads in the world with 78% in cash used in
economy. Comparing others Russia with 69% in cash, Turkey
with 60%, China 47%, Brazil 25%,, Germany 24%, UK 25%,
USA 24% France 22% and Australia has 9% cash in the
economy. Rest is off course in E Payment by card. Most
advanced countries are using debit cards and credit cards or net
banking. Digital economy starts from payment for goods and
services electronically by debit/credit cards or net banking or
now e-wallets etc.

distribute free to customers as CASH CRUNCH . Sales were
down by 50%. The pre-requisite
requisite to adopt digital India we
need 24/7 electricity across all villages, internet connectivity to
all PC users which is just 40% now with computers. E
English
literacy to understand the digital work is lacking. The question
is how fast you can turn to digital when 15.44 lakh crore
500/1000 notes were withdrawn and about 4 lakh crore were
put in the circulation. Cash shortage caused 100 people lost life
before
efore banks waiting for money. The loose administration
caused 300 crores new notes were discovered across In
Indian
raids. More than fifty bank officials and IT officers were found
to be criminal too cash capture. In this havoc how digital
mantra can yield results.
esults. We have 661 million debit cards and
24 million credit cards and POS ((point of sale) machines are
not enough to serve customers. These figure does not justify to
implement the so called DIGITAL INDIA which needs
more sophisticated strategic plan
planning at the highest level of
policy making

Objective of study
Research methodology
India is a country with 6.5 lakh villages with poor literacy and
dire poverty to the extent off 45%. Electricity has not reached
all villages as one- third of rural India has no regular power to
transact the economic activity with digital means. 93% of rural
India have no banks. In spite of one crore 34 lakh branches of
all banks banking activity iss still poor across India as 90%
work is with cash currencies. Demonetisation hascompelled
farmers to throw perishable vegetables on the streets or
*Corresponding author: Sandeep R. Shelar,
Maharashtra State Institute of Hotel Management & Catering
Technology, Pune 16

Primary data
To ask questions to different persons effected by Digital age
for economic survival
Secondary data
To collect information from newspapers, magazines, websites
etc. and to find how digital transformation can help to improve
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sales. What are constraints to adopt digital technology when
people are uneducated.
Developed market

Emerging market

Barriers to going digital (what consumer and merchants
say)
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Literature review
India Today carried an interview of former UDIDAI Chief and
Co-founder of Infosys Nandan Nilekani of January 2 issue
2017. He says and I quote here his views on digital economy
and the step government has taken on demonetization. “It has
created a great window of opportunity to accelerate the
digitalization of economy. This is a bold drive to reform our
cash filled economy to cashless” “Apart from printing the
required notes for circulation we must stress on digitalization
for easy handling of economic transaction. 86% of all high
value notes be replaced and by printing 2000 rupee note the
constraint to cash this will make customer go towards digital
payments for below 2000 value.” Modi government asked
banks to open 250 million bank accounts and they will receive
RUPAY cards for POS sale. This must be done on war footing
basis. Those 350 million people having no mobile or bank
accounts there is micro ATM enable a person with Aadhar
card with finger print open bank account and use ATM with
finger print as identification- a historic economic revolution
indeed. Presently as per Nilekani there are 130000 micro
ATMs and will be more to satisfy the needs of below 2000
transaction in shops. Some who have basic phones can use
banking work with their mobile. This require training as well.
Nilekani gave advantages of Cell phones to be used for bank
transaction and open loop means bank to bank . Debit cards
Micro ATM are open loop.
About wallets
Today we have Mobikwik and Paytm as wallets. We can use
them to keep our money in these wallets by transfer via mobile
banking. The wallets can pay to shops directly as per the
advice of account holder. FOR digital there are five options (to
be educated in these devices) like Debit Cards, UPIs,
(unified payment interface) Micro ATMs USSD
(unstructured supplementary service data) wallets. ALL ARE
DIGITAL DEVICES TO PAY. Off course we need some
security features while we operate these devices. The frauds
can happen as our people are still not educated to use digital
with safety. Nilekani further says. “By digital transactions
there will be behavioral change. Today only 5% transactions

are digital and 95% are in cash. This percentage may go up to
20%.India has the digital infrastructure. We do not need more
solutions to deploy. The electricity supply is not sufficient to
source the digital, but once a phone is charged we need no
power. But for computer we need constant power. We need to
educate people to adopt the change to be digital. Many
advanced countries have benefitted WE have at least a billion
have Aadhar to support digital and is fully secured with all
possible hazards of hacking in electronic transfer. Further he
says black money can be curbed by adopting digital payment
because cash payment is the real culprit in this way”. In the
Indian context 100% cashless is not possible as per Modi’s
“Man ki Bath” but if we move towards digital some economic
cleaning in the system can remove corruption, black money
and good tax compliance. Whether India is ready to take
plunge in Cashless? Centuries has history to feel more
sentimental in CASH FEEL, the psychosis cannot be destroyed
at one stroke. Many eminent economists feel that to turn the
mindset of large community in India is very hard to achieve.
What consumers feel 68% want CASH system and 50% feel
digital is complex to achieve as we are not so well informed to
adopt digital. Merchants feel 87% is the most preferred option
for any business. 90% of rural India who were in shambles in
Nov/Dec 2016 feel that digital is beyond their acceptance. The
ballot box in next few months up to March 2017 will decide
the YES/NO of public feel. Education, poverty, unemployment
and poor health across the country are economic hurdles for
digital acceptance. Among many priorities DIGITAL INDIA
cannot prove to be good reform. India with 65% population
under 35 their requirements are difficult to assess. Our
economic basic fundamentals are far below the satisfaction to
give the dose of digital at this moment. We agree that
demonetization has done well to curb black money or
corruption to SOME EXTENT. Not fully. In the year 2017 the
report that 300 crore new 2000 notes were found captured
shows the bankers few stabbed the government at the back to
obstruct real noble intension of government, this is a fact and
we do not proudly possess the sound judicial system to punish
them who betrayed government. Cash crunch affected 50%
vegetables in New Mumbai to rot on street is unforgettable
economic disaster. Government had no strategic plans to
execute the reform of Demonetisation and I am afraid the same
fate may accrue for DIGITAL REFORM as conceived.
Digital economy refers to an economy that is based on digital
computing technologies. The digital economy is also
sometimes called the Internet Economy, the New Economy,
or Web Economy. Increasingly, the "digital economy" is
intertwined with the traditional economy making a clear
delineation harder. In the last decade of the 20th
century. Nicholas Negroponte (1995) used a metaphor of
shifting from processing atoms to processing bits. He
discussed the disadvantages of the former (e.g., mass,
materials, transport) and advantages of the latter (e.g.,
weightlessness, virtual, instant global movement). In this new
economy,
digital
networking
and
communication
infrastructures provide a global platform over which people
and organizations devise strategies, interact, communicate,
collaborate and search for information. More recently, Digital
Economy has been defined as the branch of economics
studying zero marginal cost intangible goods over the Net. It is
widely accepted that the growth of the digital economy has
widespread impact on the whole economy. Various attempts at
categorizing the size of the impact on traditional sectors have
been made. The Boston Consulting Group discussed “four
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waves of change sweeping over consumer goods and retail”,
for instance. In 2012, Deloitte ranked six industry sectors as
having a “short fuse” and to experience a “big bang” as a result
of the digital economy.
Telstra, a leading Australian telecommunications provider,
describes how competition will become more global and more
intense as a result of the digital economy. Given its expected
broad impact, traditional firms are actively assessing how to
respond to the changes brought about by the digital
economy. For corporations, timing of their response is of the
essence. Banks are trying to innovate and use digital tools to
improve their traditional business. Governments are investing
in infrastructure. In 2013, the Australian National Broadband
Network, for instance, aimed to provide a 1 GB/sec download
speed fibre based broadband to 93% of the population over ten
years. The digital economy is developing rapidly worldwide. It
is the single most important driver of innovation,
competitiveness and growth, and it holds huge potential for
European entrepreneurs and small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs). Unfortunately, only two percent of
European enterprises are currently taking full advantage of
new digital opportunities. How European businesses adopt
digital technologies will be a key determinant of their future
growth. New digital trends such as cloud computing, mobile
web services, smart grids, and social media, are radically
changing the business landscape, reshaping the nature of work,
the boundaries of enterprises and the responsibilities of
business leaders. These trends enable more than just
technological innovation. They spur innovation in business
models, business networking and the transfer of knowledge
and access to international markets.
Challenges for the sector in the EU
Two billion people are currently connected to the internet and
by 2016, this number will exceed 3 billion – almost half of the
world’s population. Businesses that fail to get digitally
connected will become excluded from the global market. The
huge potential of the digital economy is underexploited in
Europe, with 41% of enterprises being non-digital, and only
two percent taking full advantage of digital opportunities. New
digital opportunities create new business opportunities. Now
that youth unemployment has risen to over 20% in the EU (and
to over 55% in Spain and Greece), the growth prospects
offered by the digital economy in Europe are promising. Other
regions of the world are already ahead of the game. The digital
economy now contributes up to eight percent of the GDP of
the G-20 major economies, powering growth and creating jobs.
Over the last five years, the development of mobile
applications alone has created nearly 500 000 new jobs in the
US, implying strong employment growth prospects. That type
of growth is not seen across the EU. It is estimated that 1.5
million additional jobs could be created in the EU digital
economy if it mirrors the performance of the US or Sweden.
Although many EU entrepreneurs are already leveraging
digital technologies to create successful businesses and
significant economic impact, that number could be increased.
This is especially true given that European small businesses
grow two to three times faster, and create new jobs when they
embrace digital technologies. With the aid of technology,
small businesses can also go global from day one, reaching
overseas markets and talented potential employees. Just
engaging with customers online seems to create growth:
figures have shown that SMEs from many countries that have

actively engaged with consumers on the internet have
experienced sales growth rates that are up to 22 percentage
points higher over three years than those companies in
countries with low or no internet presence. By not taking full
advantage of digital technologies, EU businesses miss out on
the chance to expand and create jobs. It is estimated that if all
EU countries mirrored the performance of the USA or the bestperforming EU countries, 400,000 to 1.5 million new jobs
could be created in the EU internet economy.
New technologies also hold potential for the manufacturing
industries. The digitisation of manufacturing can transform the
entire industry, offering prospects for the re-location of
industry in Europe. The digital economy will reach EUR 3.2
trillion in the G-20 economies and already contributes up to
eight per cent of GDP, powering growth and creating jobs. In
addition, over 75% of the value added created by the Internet
is in traditional industries, due to higher productivity gains.
The European Commission works in many areas to help
Digital entrepreneurship in the EU.
The Commission also works on other issues related to the
competitiveness of the digital economy in Europe such as:
 e-Invoicing;
 ICT Standardization;
 e-Skills.
Conclusion
1 Unless the internet facility is provided across the
country with power to operate PC the digital reform
remains a dormant proposition.
2 To educate the masses on digital technology can take
year not month
3 Rural banks are not serving well to customers as they
go even today to money lenders for cash for daily work.
4 Poverty unemployment are real problem which no
government has addressed so far in spite of big slogans.
5 No basic economic fundamentals have yet changed to
see the DIGITAL DREAM.
6 The security physical plus cyber is yet to be addressed.
Our cyber laws are poor to punish the guilty. Few
months back two lakh debit cards were blocked and
there was no reason for justification.
7 So far CRIME AND CYBER CRIME has not seen
visible punishment because we have BAD LAW OF
BAIL WHERE A CRIME IS FASHION IN THE
COUNTRY.
8 One third of all political class have criminal record how
can they change laws to punish the guilty for LIFE ??
Analysisand finding
To interpret the data to come to conclusion and finding and
suggest government to adopt a policy to educate masses the
advantages of Digital age.
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